Meeting Attendees:
Steve Hoyt-McBeth, Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT)
Bob Kellett, PBOT
Briana Orr, PBOT
Judith Gray, PBOT
Scott Cohen, PBOT
John Cole, Portland Bureau of Planning & Sustainability
Mark Moffet, Portland Bureau of Development Services
Jack Orchard, Representing Legacy
Steve Able, Stoel Rives, Representing Lewis & Clark
David Ellis, Lewis & Clark
Jen Massa Smith, Providence
Townsend Angell, Reed College
Rebecca Ocken, Portland Community College
Phil Selinger, NW District Association
Jim Parker, Laurelhurst Neighborhood Association
Tom Mills, TriMet
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No additional notes
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We have a project website!
To navigate there, visit https://portlandoregon.gov/transportation, and click on
“Future PDX”
The website includes:
• Meeting minutes
• Previous meeting presentations
• Future meeting schedule
• Public comments received, for transparency
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Q: Will conditional Use Master Plans (or Impact Master Plans) that expire between
2016-2022 fall under the new Campus and Instructional structure?
When will the new code be effective?
A: Any applications that come in before the CIZUP takes effect (as part of the Comp
Plan) will be vested as part of the existing plan. Any coming in after March 2018/Comp
Plan (acknowledgement by the State of Oregon), enabled will go under new rules.
Q: There will be people whose master plan/impact extends into the future?
A: Any legacy plan continues thru 2022; effectively expires 2023.
Q: How are neighbors being notified, by both the applicant and the City?
A: City conducts neighborhood notification as part of a Type II decision (Transportation
Impact review).
Additionally, for development plans for new development, Campus and Institutions
planning to a new development must: Notify neighborhood associations 30 days prior
to submitting land use review application to the City, and conduct annual review .
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No additional notes
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Two main pieces: Encouragement of transportation options and management of
parking supply demand.
15 institutions in CI1 and CI2 zoning are already doing many of these elements.
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Take the number of years you have to hit your target. Doing a straight line method, you
look at where you sit now and where you need to be in 2035 to see per year
improvements.
On average for the 15 institutions, we’re looking at roughly about 3% per year needing
to be achieved.
Enforcement does not mean a penalty. The intention is not to penalize institutions that
are making a good faith effort.
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Baseline plan still needs to be reconcilable with our mode split goals.
Steve Hoyt-McBeth/PBOT: Was the intention of alternate requirements to recognize
that some parts of our city have a stronger transportation network than other parts?
Judith Gray/PBOT: Not quite. What we intended was to recognize the unique
characteristics of the institution itself.
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We see limited efficacy of TDM if parking management is not implemented.
The most potential conflict comes in is parking management.
Institutions have deep challenges with parking management – some need to negotiate
with unions, and high-profile/high-demand employees.
Other issues: institutions that are in a free parking neighborhood, so
Can we fall back to “if we make a good faith effort, there is no penalty?”
The City will evaluate plans based on being able to hit mode split targets, but we won’t
penalize you if you don’t meet those targets. Penalties would only be enacted for not
following TDM plan actions.
There is some discretion in the process. What Judith (PBOT) and John (BPS) heard was
that the institutions want to have some direction so they are not blind-sided.
Provide templates and guidance, but also provide flexibility.
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Judith Gray, PBOT: We need plans that work. It needs to work so that we can grow.
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Tom Mills, Senior Planner, TriMet
TriMet has been trying to expand service for some time.
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Tom Mills, Senior Planner, TriMet
TriMet has been trying to expand service for some time.
In 2011, TriMet was engaged in community engagement to create service enhancement
plans, breaking up the city up by geography and surveying each.
We asked: “Where is your need for transit service, and how would you like to improve
it?”
We also looked at demographic data
And we met with jurisdictions to learn where this region is growing
Result = 5 Service Enhancement Plans (SEP)
The 5 SEPs are available online at www.trimet.org/future.
Completed 1 year ago. Since then, we’ve focused on implementation.
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Financial picture
TriMet is primarily funded on employer payroll tax.
In 2015 – board of directors increased payroll tax (1/10th of 1 percent), phased in over
10 years. (So we’re two years implemented.)
Employee payroll tax: 55% of revenue
Fares: 24-25% of revenue
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2017 Transportation Package
Included new tax statewide – employee payroll tax
1/10th of 1 percent of employee’s payroll
Collection starts 7/2018, funding will start coming 1/2019
$40-50M projected revenue will be allocated to:
• $28M into operations
• Low-income fare
• Capitol purchases
This revenue comes immediately to TriMet, unlike the employer payroll tax.
So, we have plans, and we have funding. Now we need to prioritize.
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FY17 – TriMet put service improvements out based on our conversations with
communities.
• Surveys can be challenging – everyone votes for “their line”
• Today’s the last day of a survey – asked people to spend $100 on TriMet service, vote
for their priorities.
• Received 4,500 responses to the survey.
• We’re just starting to dive into the day. It will be broken out by geographic region.
We spread the wealth among the jurisdictions.
• We did outreach to people who may not be online – seniors, people who don’t speak
English.
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Additional Improvements
• High Capacity Transit
• SW Corridor
• Division Transit project
• Red Line Extension
• Non-SEP Bus Improvements
• “More Frequent” Frequent Service – every 12 or 10 minute bus service
• Streetcar improvements
• Small service changes
• Service Enhancement Plans (SEP)
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Operational Constraints to Expanded Service
• Vehicles – there are only a handful of companies who make vehicles, slowing
production. Buy America clauses. Two ways to increase capacity without increasing
vehicles:
• Focus on off-peak improvements to use existing bus capacity.
• Extend life of older buses, wait to phase out old buses.
• Yard space – going to run out of space. Getting a 4th bus space soon
• Personnel – hiring bus operators, field staff, mechanics is a challenge
• Layover space – at the end of the line – running out of space
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Annual service plan process
Starts every fall, with annual survey  Develop a proposal  Proposal released to
public  Online outreach and meetings for public comment 
2nd Draft of Proposal released in Spring (February/March)  Public outreach  Final
proposal  Implementation (first Monday in Sept., first Monday in March annually)
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Other improvements
• Hop cards / readers
• Enhanced transit corridors – having bus-only lanes, or queue jumps, or parking lanes
not available during rush hour, use for bus-only traffic
• Signal improvements
• Articulated buses – allows for more capacity, makes riding more attractive
• Electric buses – “gee whiz” factor – 7 electric buses will soon be piloted
• Low-income fare – with the legislative package, there’s a request for a low-income
fare. Many of these communities have been displaced, now live further out, and are
reliant on transit.
• Mobile integration – payment, and transit tracker – these have been game changers
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Questions:
Q: Alameda, California now has Fuel cell buses, is TriMet looking at this?
A: TriMet not currently looking at, but electrically powered buses will be easier for
maintenance.
Q: Phil: It would seem that most institutions are on the universal pass program, but it
seems to me that this is an important piece of TDM. Can you talk more about the
universal pass?
Tom: What do folks think about the Universal Pass?
Jen Massasmith/Providence: I echo that – just having gone through with Providence.
We have over 100 locations where employees are eligible to coordinate with stickers.
With Hop Pass, getting 15,000 cards distributed within a few weeks – it will be a
logistical challenge.
Tom: I would imagine that once your employee has a pass, it will actually be logistically
easier to just reload the pass.
Question from Jack Orchard/Legacy: Let’s think about our hourly employees, for
example a housekeeping employee who lives distant from core area. The issue is from a
TDM standpoint, you want to incentivize that person to not make a drive-only trip
OK – what then? I think one of the things that the institutions are looking for: where
does TriMet operate into this equation. How do we integrate these conversations?
How do people get to work?
TDM information – if you price them out of parking, and limit the number of parking
spaces, where does TriMet come in? Portland wants trip reduction, mass transit is a
critical element of that.
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Questions, Cont’d:
Question from Phil Selinger, NW District Alliance: What about the first and last mile –
completing the transit trip. Major institutions are hopefully going to be on a highcapacity line. But the last mile to get home?
Answer from Tom/TriMet: We partner with car share, corporate/campus bike share,
Ride Connection shuttles.
One example of another partnership is our Growing transit communities, a City of
Portland-TriMet partnership and agreement – working together to make the transit
experience better for people who walk.
City of Portland agrees to make improvements for people walking. TriMet agrees to
bring more frequent service.
Question: TriMet has their outreach process, but how can institutions engage with
TriMet proactively?
Answer from Tom/TriMet:
- Getting involved online, follow our service plan outreach surveys
- I am available all the time to meet with organizations and planners
- Submitting comments, though yours goes in the pile with other comments
- We cannot guarantee improvements, but we do our best to accommodate your needs
- Your organizations need to look at how you can be more transit-friendly as well. As
you expand – and if you relocate – don’t run away from great transit service.
David Ellis/Lewis & Clark: We went from subsidizing to 50% to 75% - huge increase in
the number of passes that were purchased by students and employees. But Single
Occupancy Vehicle (SOV) commuting hasn’t changed. Expanding mandatory live on
campus, car parking on campus ban to third-year students.
Answer from Tom/TriMet: It’s a challenge. We serve you, and you also run your own
shuttle. We provide complementary services.
PBOT: Analysis for each institution is very granular. I appreciate TriMet’s global efforts.
There will be a consciousness about the lack of transit.
Judith Gray/PBOT – As you as an institution engage with TriMet – the City should also
be involved. There may be times where our priorities align. We don’t want to be
beholden to TriMet’s capabilities.
Tom/TriMet: Let’s talk early in the process, before we (TriMet) becomes the hang-up.
Steve Hoyt-McBeth/PBOT: This has been a cultural shift to focus on transit. Trying to
support how our system functions better for transit to run on.
Question: Does TriMet have a position on Rose Quarter I-5 expansion?
Tom/TriMet: I believe it was Neil McFarland who said, the region needs more than
transit, more than bikes. Freeways are going to be a part of our overall transportation
system. I believe our position is that we support the limited expansion of the three
highway expansion plans.
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Question from Mark Moffett/BDS: How will these two tracks work, logistically?
Land use review or administrative review?
Steve Hoyt-McBeth/PBOT: The intent is create a pathway that engages neighbors still
and to provide some certainty.
Mark: Do we have staffing capacity?

John Cole/BPS: The Code is telling us it’s a Type II application – no mater if they are
working with a template or a custom plan. The template might be of value to the
institution, but it would still go through the same approval process.
The templates provide guidance, especially for the small ones institutions who might
not have resources to help them.
Two processes:
1) An ongoing obligation of institution to engage neighborhood
2) Building permit review
Steve Hoyt-McBeth/PBOT: It could be an iterative process. You could take a look at the
template first and higher a consultant at a later date.
Research & best practice doesn’t just have to come from PBOT – can come from
institutions.
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Pre-tax transit pass is an existing financial subsidy via federal government. (No
additional financial cost, just an institutional/administrative cost).
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Steve Hoyt-McBeth, PBOT:
So if someone comes in and says, “We meet this” what happens next?
- City would say this conforms. No action needed.
- If neighborhood association says this is not good enough, what then?
PBOT intent is to bring the parties together now, so we can come to agreement on this.
But the intent is that if you follow it, you’ll likely get approved.
John Cole, BPS
The new process make things easier for institutions, and so we wanted to maintain a
seat at the table for neighbors to participate.
We wanted them to be able to appeal.
Steve Abel, Lewis and Clark: What’s the approval criteria, and are you meeting those?
Judith: It’s nice because it’s straightforward, but it will be balanced with the Traffic
Impact Review TIR).
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Introduce Alternate Performance Targets:
Judith Gray/PBOT: it was really easy to put in the code, it will be hard to figure it out on
the administrative rules.
Non-Single Occupancy (SOV) – that’s the target
We have a citywide target, from which we break the city into pattern areas –
communicates different expectations.
• And if the non-SOV targets proposed by the pattern areas don’t seem satisfactory,
the city is saying to institutions: “OK– propose a new one.”
• You can read it two ways, but the way it was intended: The transportation network is
poor in this area, those areas should not have to meet the same target.
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Steve Abel, Lewis and Clark: You got a compound of highly discretionary decision
making, plugged into Title 33. This is a challenging thing for an institution. So it will go
to the hearings officer, and the hearings officer doesn’t know what to do with this. Just
in my experience when we face this, it is difficult to prove up your case, because you’re
not sure what you’re trying to prove.
Judith Gray/PBOT: We’re finalizing the TSP Plan. We’re in a cleanup phase. Not a change
in our goals, but some legal changes. We’re required to have some performance
targets.
We’ve always interpreted our goals as meaning: “You must meet these targets.”
But with our new legal changes, our goals will mean: “You must make progress toward
these targets.”
We’re going to be at planning commission later this month.
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Overall Discussion/Questions
Campus Institutional Zoning Alternative Target is different than the pre-approved Mixed
Use Development plan in Title 17. This talks about staff & students. For hospitals, this
does not mean patients.
David Ellis/Lewis & Clark: So if Lewis & Clark provides documentation that they are
doing the best they can, do the templates meet the approval of the Land Use criteria?
For a place like Lewis & Clark, we need to get better, but there’s not a lot of lowhanging fruit.

Steve Hoyt-McBeth/PBOT: We need to have some follow-up internally and will need to
provide some direction. We want to set you up for success.
Jack Orchard/Legacy: Pull out piece in the discussion regulations – PBOT and Planning
need to do a dry run. What are the criteria, what do you tell the hearings councilor.
David Ellis/Lewis & Clark: In the custom plan, there’s this language re: “If the interim
targets are not met, things will become more prescriptive.”
If this means we cannot build, this is a failure.
Steve Hoyt-McBeth/PBOT: This is not the intent. There might be corrective action, but
not punitive action. Part A: A failure in one doesn’t preclude development from
happening. It’s hard to have a framework that fits all.
What do we define as a mitigation? How do we create a path towards a system that
works? Title 33. 852: system capacity as a criteria.
Jack Orchard/Legacy: In NW Portland, there is huge development pressure outside of
Legacy that are changing the capacity. The development is occurring outside of our
campus boundaries.
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Questions/Discussion Cont’d
Laurelhurst letter:
- Development requirements, as we read them, there doesn’t seem to be actions to be
taken, except for prescriptive actions.
When you have 10 years and 6 years, in front of the objective, it lengthens the process
out quite a bit.
Steve Hoyt-McBeth/PBOT: Yes, I don’t disagree; we are trying to find a balance.
Chapter 33 trumps Title 17 – but we’re trying to provide a path to efficacy.
We’re going to test it out and make sure if it’s not a futile effort to provide a template.
The template was one attempt in the process.
Template C is available only on condition – only institutions that have a track record,
institutions that are already making good-faith efforts.
Mark Moffett/BDS: On the straight-line path to the mode-split goals. It does seem that
those institutions that have done a good job to-date, in some ways they are being
penalized for having done a good job.
Steve H/PBOT: That’s not the intent. Looking at the SOV numbers, some institutions
that have not done a good job to-date have a lot of work ahead of them.
Townsend Angell/Reed College: So are we going to just reduce our drive-alone rates
until we’re not driving any more?
Steve Hoyt-McBeth/PBOT: Yes, until 2035.
David Ellis/Lewis & Clark: These are aggressive goals, but that doesn’t mean we
shouldn’t try to meet them. But I don’t see how the financial responsibility factors in. If
we’re doing our best, that’s going to have to be good enough.
Steve Hoyt-McBeth/PBOT: With the straight-line goals, we’ll take a look at your
performance and say:
• In year 1-3, reduce by…
• In year 3-6, reduce by… etc.
• We need to be moving the dial on this.
David Ellis/Lewis & Clark: Yes, but what is reasonable? We do charge for parking. We do
patrol the neighborhood. What more can we do?
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Questions/Discussion Cont’d
Judith Gray/PBOT: It would be great to say, “You’ve done enough.” I would love to be
able to define that, but then what do we do with the transportation system? It just has
to work.
We have to envision a Portland that has 50% more people. What are we going to do?
How much congestion, how much more greenhouse gasses, how much… x, y, z, will we
tolerate? It just has to work.
We’re going to have to do more. We’re currently having discussions with our city
leadership, and they have completely reinforced these transportation goals.
It does go back to the Transportation Impact Analysis. It has to go back to that.
The colleges, health institutions are really important to this city.
Question: The reasonable question to the city is: What are the other contributors?
Steve/Judith/PBOT: Answer: If you are making heroic efforts, this will be a time for
PBOT to come to the table with TriMet and your institution and see what we can all do
to make it work.
Question: Autonomous vehicles – What will that do?
Answer: Reduces parking demand, but increases Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT). If we
can use them to make transit connections, that’s fantastic.
Question from Jen Massasmith/Providence: About the survey and performance
measures: Most of us probably use TriMet to help us survey. Will that level of detail be
addressed in this administrative rule? As a practitioner, I want to make sure that survey
is accurate.
Answer from Steve Hoyt-McBeth/PBOT: Standard practice would be continuing. The
ECO survey is limited to non-students. It’s the DEQ survey that currently only addresses
employees.
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